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Abstract—This paper proposes a generative approach to con-
struct high-quality speech synthesis from noisy speech. Studio-
quality recorded speech is required to construct high-quality
speech synthesis, but most of existing speech has been recorded in
a noisy environment. A common method to use noisy speech for
training speech synthesis models is reducing the noise before the
vocoder-based parameterization. However, such multi-step pro-
cesses cause an accumulation of spectral distortion. Meanwhile,
statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) without vocoders,
which directly generates spectral parameters or waveforms, has
been proposed recently. The vocoder-free SPSS will enable us to
train speech synthesis models considering the noise addition pro-
cess generally used in signal processing research. In the proposed
approach, newly introduced noise generation models trained by
a generative adversarial training algorithm randomly generates
spectra of the noise. The speech synthesis models are trained to
make the sum of theirs output and the randomly generated noise
close to spectra of noisy speech. Because the noise generation
model parameters fit the spectrum of the observed noise, the
proposed method can alleviate the spectral distortion found in
the conventional method. Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed method outperforms the conventional method in
terms of synthetic speech quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Statistical parametric speech synthesis [1] is a technique
that synthesizes natural-sounding speech from the text using
statistical models. A variety of techniques has been proposed
to improve speech naturalness [2], [3], [4]. Deep neural
network (DNN)-based speech synthesis [5] has significantly
improved speech quality. In order to construct high-quality
speech synthesis, studio-quality speech data is required. How-
ever, most of the existing speech data has been recorded in
a noisy environment [6]. Besides training using such poor-
quality speech is a challenging task in DNN-based speech
synthesis. There are several kinds of noisy environments, such
as narrow frequency bands [7] and poor-quality of communi-
cations network [8]. In our research, we focused on speech
recorded in a more stationary noise environment such as in a
house [9].

The common approach is to perform noise reduction prior
to speech synthesis training (as shown in the upper graph Fig.

1. Noise reduction for speech synthesis is different from that
for speech recognition because it needs the vocoder param-
eters (e.g., mel-cepstral coefficients of STRAIGHT [10] and
WORLD [11]) to train the acoustic models (speech synthesis
models)1. Noise reduction for speech synthesis can be classi-
fied into two types: 1) direct estimation of vocoder parameters
from noisy speech [12] and 2) vocoder-based parameteriza-
tion after noise reduction. The former trains the statistical
models in advance to identify the vocoder parameters from
the noisy speech parameters. This method can perform a
nonlinear conversion using the DNNs but its resistance to the
unseen 2 noise is not guaranteed. The latter type can adopt a
signal-processing-based unsupervised noise reduction such as
spectral subtraction [13]. It works even when the unseen noise
is observed, but the quality of vocoder-based parameterization
after the noise-suppressed speech is not guaranteed. Also, the
common problem in both types is that the spectral distortion
caused by the DNN-based or signal-processing-based advance
estimation is accumulated in the speech synthesis training. In
our research, we focused on constructing vocoder-free DNN-
based speech synthesis from noisy speech [5], [14]. It is a
framework that directly estimates the spectral parameters or
waveforms, not the vocoder parameters. Avoiding the vocoders
makes it possible to apply spectrum-domain or waveform-
domain computation used in signal processing research. The
noise reduction for speech synthesis described above can
be applied in the assessment of the spectral parameters or
waveforms. Regarding robustness to unseen noise, the latter
method (noise reduction and speech synthesis training) is
preferred. However, the accumulation of the spectral distortion
explained above remains a critical problem.

In this paper, we propose a generative approach to training
high-quality statistical parametric speech synthesis from noisy
speech using speech synthesis and noise generation models.

1Usually, a statistical model that predicts speech from a text is called acous-
tic model, but in this paper we call it speech synthesis model to differentiate
it from the noise generation model introduced below.

2Here, unseen means noise signals not contained in the training data.
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Fig. 1. Speech synthesis training procedures using noisy speech. Conventional
method (upper graph) first performs noise reduction, then performs speech
synthesis training to predict the noise-suppressed speech parameters. Our
method (lower graph) directly predicts parameters of noisy speech using the
noise addition process of human speech production.

The noise generation models are trained by generative adver-
sarial training [15] so that the generated spectral parameters
have the natural statistics of the observed noise. In synthesis,
the models randomly generate the spectral parameters of the
noise. The speech synthesis models are trained so that the sum
of the output and the randomly generated noise is close to the
spectral parameters of the noisy speech. Namely, the speech
synthesis models are trained using the noise addition process
as shown in the lower graph in Fig. 1. The proposed method
can more efficiently model the statistics of the observed
noise compared to the conventional spectral subtraction-based
noise reduction. Also, the proposed generative approach can
alleviate the spectral distortion observed in the conventional
method by using noise reduction. We conducted the evaluation
with several settings of the signal-to-noise ratio and noise sup-
pression ratio. The experimental evaluation demonstrated that
the proposed method outperformed the conventional method
in terms of synthetic speech quality.

II. CONVENTIONAL METHOD: SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION
AND SPEECH SYNTHESIS MODEL TRAINING

Using the observed noisy speech, we performed spectral
subtraction to suppress the observed noise first. Then we
performed speech synthesis model training based on the mean
squared error criterion using the suppressed speech.

A. Spectral subtraction

Spectral subtraction [13] approximates the distribution of
the power spectrum of the noise signals and subtracts the
noise components from the power spectrum of noisy speech.
Let the log amplitude sequence of the noise signal be yn =
[y>n,1, · · · ,y>n,t, · · · ,y>n,Tn

]> , and that of the noisy speech
be yns = [y>ns,1, · · · ,y>ns,t, · · · ,y>ns,T ]>, where Tn and T
are the total frame lengths of the noise and noisy speech,
respectively. yn,t = [yn,t (1) , · · · , yn,t (f) , · · · , yn,t (F )]

>

and yns,t = [yns,t (1) , · · · , yns,t (f) , · · · , yns,t (F )]
> denote

the log amplitude of the noise and noisy speech at frame t,
respectively. f is the frequency bin and F is the total number
of the frequency bins. Here, yn indicates the non-speech

Fig. 2. Architectures of the proposed method. Noise generation model Gn (·)
is trained using noise discrimination model Dn (·) and it samples the noise
randomly. Speech synthesis model Gs (·) is trained so that the sum of its
output and the sampled noise is close to spectra of the noisy speech.

period of yns. The log amplitude suppressed by spectral
subtraction, y(SS)

ns , is given as

exp{y(SS)ns,t (f)} =


√

exp{yns,t (f)}2 − βȳn,t (f)

if exp{yns,t (f)}2 > βȳn,t (f)

0 otherwise

,

(1)

ȳn,t (f) =
1

Tn

Tn∑
t=1

exp{yn,t (f)}2, (2)

where, β is the noise suppression ratio that adjusts the amount
of noise suppression.

B. Speech synthesis model training

Let the speech synthesis model predicting the log amplitude
of speech from the input contexts be Gs (·) described as the
neural networks [5], [14]. Here, let the input context sequence
be x = [x>1 , · · · ,x>t , · · · ,x>T ]>, the model parameter of
Gs (·) is estimated by minimizing mean squared error between
the generated log amplitude ŷs = Gs (x) and y

(SS)
ns , which is

given as

LMSE

(
ŷs,y

(SS)
ns

)
=

1

T

(
ŷs − y(SS)

ns

)> (
ŷs − y(SS)

ns

)
. (3)

C. Issues

Spectral subtraction causes distortion of the suppressed
log amplitude because the statistic of the noise is approx-
imated with the expectation value. Also, it causes the so-
called musical noise [16] which is known as a harsh artificial
noise. Moreover, this kind of spectral distortion is accumulated
during speech synthesis model training, so the quality of the
final synthesized speech is significantly lower.

III. PROPOSED METHOD: GENERATIVE APPROACH TO
TRAIN SPEECH SYNTHESIS AND NOISE GENERATION

MODELS

The DNN architecture of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 2. In addition to the speech synthesis model Gs (·) of
the conventional method, a noise generation model Gn (·) is



introduced here. Gn (·) transforms the prior known distribution
to the observed noise distribution and randomly generates the
noise spectrum. The speech synthesis model Gs (·) is trained
so that the sum of its output and noise spectrum generated by
Gn (·) is close to the observed spectrum of the noisy speech.
In the preliminary experiment, we tried to simultaneously
train the Gs (·) and Gn (·), but the separation performance
of speech and noise is limited. Therefore, we first trained the
noise generation model Gn (·) to have the natural statistics
of the noise spectrum using the observed noise spectrum yn.
Then, while fixing the model parameter of Gn (·), the Gs (·)
was trained using the spectrum of the noisy speech.

A. Generative adversarial training of the noise generation
model

Generative adversarial training algorithm [15] is used for
efficiently modeling the statistics of the observed noise. An
input of Gn (·) is a Tn-frame prior noise sequence n =
[n>1 , · · · ,n>t , · · · ,n>Tn

]> randomly sampled frame by frame
from a known probability distribution (e.g., uniform distribu-
tion). The nt indicates the prior noise vector at frame t. The
Gn (·) is updated with the noise discrimination models Dn (·)
which distinguishes the generated noise ŷn = Gn (n) from the
observed noise yn. The loss functions L(G)

GAN (·) for Gn (·) and
L
(D)
GAN (·) for Dn (·) are

L
(G)
GAN (ŷn) =− 1

Tn

Tn∑
t=1

logDn(ŷn,t), (4)

L
(D)
GAN (yn, ŷn) =− 1

Tn

Tn∑
t=1

logDn(yn,t)

− 1

Tn

Tn∑
t=1

log
(
1−Dn(ŷn,t)

)
, (5)

respectively. The adversarial training minimizes the approxi-
mated Jensen-Shannon divergence between yn and ŷn distri-
butions. After the training, Gn (·) can randomly sample the
noise spectrum that has the statistics of the observed noise.

B. Speech synthesis model training using noise generation
model

We assumed that the additivity of speech and noise holds in
the amplitude domain and we ignored the phase information.
While fixing the estimated parameters of Gn (·), the speech
synthesis model Gs (·) was trained to minimize the following
loss function:

LMSE (ŷns,yns) =
1

T
(ŷns − yns)

>
(ŷns − yns) , (6)

ŷns = log (exp ŷs + exp ŷn) , (7)

Note that the sequence length of ŷn here is T . In synthe-
sis, the log amplitude of the synthesized speech is given
as ŷs = Gs (x). The final synthesized speech is obtained by
applying Griffin-Lim’s phase reconstruction algorithm [17].
In this paper, the speech synthesis and the noise generation
model predict the log amplitude, and the predicted outputs
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Fig. 3. Spectrograms of observed noise (upper graph) and generated noise
(lower graph). The generated noise is randomly sampled frame by frame
independently. We can see some temporal stripes in the generated noise, but
its overall tendency is similar to the observed noise.

are summed up in the linear amplitude domain. A simpler
implementation is one in which the models output the linear
amplitude. However, our method did not work well in this
implementation.

C. Discussion

The proposed method does not define the explicit probabil-
ity distribution and expresses only the empirical distribution
using generative adversarial network (GAN). Therefore, the
proposed method reduces the spectral distortion that causes
musical noise. The proposed method currently captures only
stationary noise in the amplitude domain but it can be extended
to recurrent architectures to capture non-stationary noise,
conditional GAN [18] to capture context-dependent noise
(e.g., pop noise), and WaveNet [19] for waveform-domain
calculation [20]. Also, our GAN-based approach is expected
to extend to GAN-based model adaptation [21]. Pre-recorded
clean speech data will be used to build prior models.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental conditions

We used approximately 3000 sentences which were
recorded in the anechoic room by a Japanese female speaker.
We artificially generated Gaussian noise as an observed noise
and added it to the recorded speech. The evaluation data was
53 sentences of subset J form ATR Japanese database [22].
The training data was sampled at 16 kHz. The window
length was 400 samples (25 ms), the frame shift length
was 80 samples (5 ms), and the size of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) length was 512. The window function was
the Hamming window. The speech and noise generation
models predicted 257-dimensional log amplitude which did
not include the dynamic feature. The synthesized speech
waveform was synthesized by applying Griffin-Lim’s phase
reconstruction [17] to the predicted log amplitude. Because
we confirmed that the residual noise was included in the syn-
thesized speech in the conventional and proposed methods, we
applied weak spectral subtraction to the generated spectra so
that their speech components were not perceptually distorted.
No post-emphasis method, such as cepstrum [23], global
variance [24], and modulation spectrum [3]-based methods,
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Fig. 5. Preference scores on synthetic speech quality (SNR = 5 dB).

was used. Contextual features consisted of 439-dimensional
linguistic features, 3-dimensional duration features, continuous
log F0 and voiced/unvoiced label [14]. In practice, the duration
feature, continuous log F0 and voiced/unvoiced labels must
be extracted from the noisy speech. However, we used these
ones extracted from clean speech to avoid speech quality
degradation caused by extraction of these features from the
noisy speech [25]. In the training phase, the context x and
noisy speech log spectrum yns were normalized to have zero-
mean unit-variance. In the synthesizing phase, ŷs = Gs (x)
was un-normalized using the statistics of yns. Note that the
un-normalization process is an ill-posed problem, i.e., only
the scale of yns scale is known, but we need to un-normalize
the component ys. The implementation of un-normalization
is one aspect of the future work. The input of the noise
generation model nt was 100-dimensional vector randomly
generated by the uniform distribution. 90% of the silence
frames were removed in the speech synthesis model training
phase. The DNN architecture for the speech synthesis model,
noise generation model, and noise discrimination model were
feed-forward neural networks, and the conventional and pro-
posed methods used the same architectures of the speech
synthesis models. The architecture for the speech and noise
generation models included 3 × 512-unit leaky rectified linear
unit (leaky ReLU) [26] hidden layers and a 257-unit linear
output layer. Also, the architecture for the noise discrimination
model included 3 × 512-unit leaky ReLU hidden layers and
a one-unit sigmoid output layer. We initialized each model
parameter using a random number and adoptive gradient
algorithm AdaGrad [27] as the optimization algorithm.

B. Results of subjective evaluation

We compared two synthetic speech samples of the following
methods:
• SS+MSE: the conventional method where the speech

synthesis model is trained based on minimum squared
error criterion after the spectral subtraction.
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Fig. 6. Preference scores on synthetic speech quality (SNR = 10 dB).

• Proposed: the proposed method where the speech syn-
thesis model is trained so that the sum of its output and
generated noise is close to spectra of noisy speech.

Note that vocoder-based approach was not used in this evalu-
ation because the purpose of this research was to compare
the vocoder-free DNN-based speech syntheses. The signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) was set as 0, 5, and 10 dB. Because
the tradeoff between the amount of speech distortion (or the
residual noise) and speech recognition accuracy was empiri-
cally known in DNN-based speech recognition, we believe that
the same applies in DNN-based speech synthesis. Therefore,
we used several kinds of noise suppression ratio of spectral
subtraction, i.e., β = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0. The smaller β
makes less distortion of speech (but larger amount of residual
noise) and the larger β makes stronger distortion. Preference
AB tests were conducted to evaluate the naturalness of the
synthetic speech in every pair of SNR and noise suppression
ratio. The tests were done using our cloud-sourcing evaluation
system. Twenty five listeners participated in each test; the total
number of listeners was 300.

Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the results of our experiments. Our
method outperformed the conventional method in all cases.
The p-values between the methods were smaller than 10−6,
meaning that the results were statistically significant. In Fig.
4, we can see that the score of the conventional method
became worse as β increased in 0 dB SNR. We found that
the speech distortion caused by strong spectral subtraction was
significantly higher in speech synthesis training with the worse
SNR. We think that this observation is an important factor in
vocoder-free DNN-based speech synthesis trained from noisy
speech.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a generative approach to DNN-
based speech synthesis trained from noisy speech using the
proposed noise generation model. The noise generation model
was trained to have natural statistics of the observed noise and
to randomly generate the noise spectra. The speech synthesis
model (acoustic model) was trained so that the sum of its
output and generated noise was close to noisy speech spectra.
We compared the proposed method and conventional method
using noise reduction and standard speech synthesis training
in synthetic speech quality. The results demonstrated that our
method outperformed the conventional method under several
signal-to-noise ratios and noise suppression ratios. As future
work, we will introduce an activation matrix of non-negative



matrix factorization [28] and compare it with the vocoder-
based methods.
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